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Abstract
In this article, we describe methods and consequences for giving audience members interactive control over the real-time
sonification of performer movement data in electronic music performance. We first briefly describe how to technically
implement a musical performance in which each audiencemember can interactively construct and change their own individual
sonification of performers’ movements, heard through headphones on a personalWiFi-enabled device, while also maintaining
delay-free synchronization between performer movements and sound. Then, we describe two studies we conducted in the
context of live musical performances with this technology. These studies have allowed us to examine how providing audience
members with the ability to interactively sonify performer actions impacted their experiences, including their perceptions of
their own role and engagement with the performance. These studies also allowed us to explore how audience members with
different levels of expertise with sonification and sound, and different motivations for interacting, could be supported and
influenced by different sonification interfaces. This work contributes to a better understanding of how providing interactive
control over sonification may alter listeners’ experiences, of how to support everyday people in designing and using bespoke
sonifications, and of new possibilities for musical performance and participation.

Keywords Interactive sonification ·Music performance · Audience interaction · New interfaces for musical expression

1 Introduction

Hermann and Hunt define “interactive sonification” as “the
use of sound within a tightly closed human-computer inter-
face where the auditory signal provides information about
data under analysis, or about the interaction itself, which is
useful for refining the activity” [9]. They “argue that an inter-
active sonification system is a special kind of virtual musical
instrument. It’s unusual in that its acoustic properties and
behaviour depend on the data under investigation. Also, it’s
played primarily to learn more about the data, rather than for
musical expression.”

We propose that there is an underexplored role for interac-
tive sonification within music performance itself, in which a
data sonificationmight be “played”both formusical purposes
(e.g., to create and explore expressive sounds) and also to be
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used and adapted to learn more about various data that may
be captured within a performance (or even form the foun-
dation for a performance). In any purely digital, electronic
music performance, the music can be understood as being
fundamentally driven by data that encodes performer actions
and composer intentions—for instance, patterns encoded
on a sequencer, or MIDI messages generated by control
interfaces. Experimental digital musical instruments can be
understood as carefully crafted “sonifications” of data from
a wide variety of sources, often including sensors sensing
performer gesture, as well as features extracted from real-
time audio or even data aggregated from multiple human
performers [2,23]. Many musical pieces have also featured
sonification of real-world data (e.g., social media [3] and
scientific [11] data).

In all of these cases, audiencemembersmight be interested
in or otherwise benefit from deepening their understand-
ing of the underlying data. For instance, deepening an
awareness of the data generated by performers of new
musical instruments may support an increased understand-
ing of musical structure or performer intention. Further-
more, enabling audience members to interactively mod-
ify sonifications could foster a deeper engagement with
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the sound. Increasing understanding of musical structure,
expression, and sound seems especially useful in new
music performances in which the instruments and musi-
cal structures are unconventional and may be especially
opaque to audiences unfamiliar with contemporary prac-
tices.

We therefore believe that the use of interactive sonifica-
tion of musical performance data by audience members is
worth exploring as a way to enrich audience members’ expe-
riences of music performances. In this article, we explore
mechanisms to provide audiencemembers with personalised
sonification interfaces. These support tight interaction loops
in which audience members (1) dynamically exercise con-
trol over sonification of performer movement data and (2)
perceive how their actions and performers’ actions together
influence the performance sound. Such an approach requires
a digital musical instrument (DMI) whose sound can be
synthesised in distinct ways for each listener, while ide-
ally still maintaining synchrony between the visual cues of
the performer actions and the synthesised audio. Our team
have recently designed a DMI that employs gesture pre-
diction to allow latency-free synchronization between the
performers’ actions and the sound synthesised on audience
members’ personal computing devices [14]. We describe
studies on the use of this DMI within two live musical
performances. Drawing on log data from audience sonifi-
cation interfaces as well as surveys of audience members,
we examine how and why audience members interacted
with the personalised sonification interfaces, and how differ-
ent approaches to interactive control—exposed by different
user interfaces—impacted their experience of the perfor-
mance. This work leads to a deeper understanding of
how interactive sonification can enable new approaches to
musical performance and new types of engagement with
sound, as well as a deeper understanding of how and why
sonification interfaces can be designed for interactive con-
trol and exploration by people who are not sonification
experts.

We begin by further contextualising our approach to
interactive sonification of performance data, and by describ-
ing how this approach differs from other approaches to
sonification, music composition, and digital musical instru-
ment design (Sect. 3). We then propose three research
questions about user interaction and experience with person-
alised interactive performance sonification, and we describe
the methodology used to address these questions in the
context of two live performances (Sect. 4). In Sects. 5
and 6, we present the results from each performance
study, and we discuss additional insights that are suggested
by the synthesis and comparison of the two studies in
Sect. 7.

2 Background

In “parameter mapping” approaches to sonification, features
of the data are mapped to acoustic attributes [9]. Human
interactive control of such a system can include both con-
trolling the data to be sonified and controlling the mappings
or mapping-related parameters [13]. Whereas new digital
musical instruments can be viewed as sonification systems in
which performers interact by controlling the data (e.g., influ-
encing the values of sensors using gestures), the approach
we consider here additionally incorporates the ability for
audiencemembers to interactively alter the sonificationmap-
pings.

Interactive sonification approaches have been applied in a
variety of domains, such as the creation of accessible inter-
faces for people with visual impairments [24], sports training
[6], andmedical diagnosis [22]. In any domain, giving sonifi-
cation users control over aspects of the sonification can allow
users to adapt the sonification for their own needs and inter-
ests. Grond and Hermann discuss the importance of knowing
the purpose of the sound in a sonification and the listening
mode that is required to achieve that purpose [8]. By giv-
ing users control of the aesthetic design of a sonification,
we take advantage of their individualized listening modes
(which may change over time) and their personal goals for
what they want to hear. Furthermore, hearing the sonifica-
tion change in response to users’ changes to the data and/or
sonification puts the user in the centre of a control loop that
helps them learn from their interactions and make changes
to the sonification accordingly. In the work described in this
article, we aim to provide all of these benefits in a musical
performance context, by providing audience members with
the ability to interactively manipulate parameter mapping
sonifications throughout a performance.

Anumber of pastmusical performances have incorporated
audience involvement and participation. In Constellation,
Madhaven and Snyder presented a performance in which
the audience’s mobile devices acted as speakers [18]. Their
aim was to experiment with group music-making and cre-
ate a “distributed-yet-individualized listening experience”.
Many other performances have incorporatedmobile comput-
ing and network technology to enable audience participation
(for additional work see [12,17,20]). Mood Conductor and
Open Symphony put audience members in the role of “con-
ductors” of a livemusical compositionwhere the client/server
web infrastructure allows the audience and performers to
exchange creative data [1]. Tweetdreams is a performance
where the sound and visuals are influenced by audiencemem-
bers’ Tweets [3].

In these and most other DMI performances, the concert
experience remains traditional in that all audience members
hear the same sonic rendering of the performance, and indi-
vidual audiencemembers still have relatively small influence
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over the overall sound of the performance. Further, these per-
formances have not given audience members much (or any)
control over the instrumentation or synthesis.

We seek to explore a new approach to live musical perfor-
mance in which every audience member can interactively
influence the sounds of the performers on stage. In this
approach, each audience member uses software running on
a personal device (laptop, smartphone, tablet, etc.) to inter-
actively control the parameters of a personalised sonification
of performer activity. The personal devices use these param-
eters to render a real-time performance sonification, which
audience members listen to through headphones connected
to their devices.

In this approach, each audience member creates a per-
sonalised musical piece that is unique to them. Each person
can thus explore the sound space to create a version of the
performance that appeals the most to them individually, and
this approach potentially affords each audience member new
means to understand, engage with, and experience the per-
formance, as they become an active rather than a passive
participant.

3 Technologies to enable personalised
performance with interactive sonification

Wecan enable this newapproach to performance using a digi-
talmusical instrument (DMI) that separates the gestural input
of the performer (sensed using a gestural controller) from the
generation of its sound via digital sound synthesis [19]. Jin
et al. have proposed a new class of DMIs called “distributed,
synchronizedmusical instruments” (DSMIs): these allow for
sound generation to occur on multiple devices in different
locations at once, while still maintaining the synchroniza-
tion between the input gestures of the performers and the
sound output [14]. DSMIs achieve this synchrony by predict-
ing performer movements, such as percussive strikes meant
to trigger particular sounds, before the performers complete
those movements. Information about these predicted per-
former movements can be sent (e.g., over the internet) to
all sound generation devices in advance, so that the sound is
synthesised at all locations in synchronywith the performer’s
completion of the movement.

Our approach to performance personalisation, utilises
DSMIs to allow for synchronized sounds to occur onmultiple
audience devices simultaneously. However, whereas typical
DMIs and DSMIs use a single, fixed mapping strategy to
define how sound should be controlled by performer move-
ments, our approach allows individual listeners to modify
the mapping strategy used for sound generation on their own
device. While the creator of a new DMI must design the
mapping strategy as part of the instrument, the creator of a
new musical work using our approach must decide on which

aspects of the sound mapping are fixed and which may be
changed (and how) by the listeners.

We have implemented a software system that supports the
design of new instruments for interactive personalised perfor-
mance sonification. As described below, performers’ percus-
sive striking gestures are sensed using theMalLoDSMI [14].
A web application running on audience members’ personal
devices provides a user interface for personalised sonifica-
tion control, and it also synthesizes the personalised audio
stream. This system supports the implementation of differ-
ent mapping strategies and exposure of different types of
personalised sonification control. The mapping and control
for the two musical performances we studied are described
in Sects. 5.1 and 6.1.

3.1 Sensing and predicting performer gesture

The sensing and prediction component of our system uses an
implementation of the original DSMI called MalLo. MalLo
was originally created to provide a way for geographically
distributed performers to collaborativelymakemusic over the
Internet [14]. It takes advantage of the predictability of per-
cussion instruments [4] by tracking the head of amallet/stick,
fitting a quadratic regression to its height, and computing the
zero-crossing time of the resulting parabolic curve to get the
strike time prediction. Those predictions are continuously
sent over a network to a receiver, each prediction more accu-
rate than the previous as the mallet gets closer to striking.
Once a prediction is delivered that is below a specified accu-
racy threshold, the note is scheduled to be sonified by the
receiver. With this approach the strike sound will be heard
at both the sending and receiving locations simultaneously,
thus allowing computational processes like audio synthesis
to begin 50–60 ms sooner than with a non-predictive instru-
ment (with a timing error of less than 30 ms, which is nearly
imperceptible).

When all performers and audience members are co-
located in the same physical space, this additional time can
still be beneficial for enabling synchronization between per-
former action and sound synthesized on networked audience
devices. For instance, real-time synthesis methods running
on devices can compute the audio data in advance, and the
system can be robust to delays due to local network conges-
tion.

In our system, MalLo uses a LeapMotion sensor1 to track
the position of the tip of a wooden dowel, which is measured
at 120 frames per second. As MalLo uses the velocity of
the tip of the dowel to make the strike-time predictions, the
performers can simply “air drum” over the sensor, without
needing tomake contact with any surface. This allows for the

1 https://www.leapmotion.com/.
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Fig. 1 In our performance
setup, the MalLo gestural
controller is used to predict the
strike time of an “air drumming”
action as the performer moves a
wooden dowel over a Leap
Motion sensor. This prediction
is sent over a Wireless Local
Area Network and is scheduled
by each audience member’s
device to synthesize the notes
when the dowel reaches the
lowest point of its trajectory

gestural controllers to be entirely silent; the only sounds in
performance are those synthesized on the audience’s devices.

For each frame captured by the Leap Motion, a message
containing the timing prediction for the next strike is sent
from the instrument to our web server. Along with the note
prediction time, the message contains additional strike infor-
mation, such as the predicted velocity, and the x- and y-
coordinates of the tip of the dowel (parallel to the surface of
the Leap Motion).

3.2 Web application for interaction and sonification

Each audience member hears and interactively modifies the
sonification of performer actions using a web application.
This requires each audience member to have a personal
device (e.g., a laptop ormobile phone) registered on the same
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) as the performers.
Each audience member can access the web application by
navigating to a URL on their device, and they hear the per-
formance through headphones connected to this device. The
clocks of the MalLo instruments and the web applications
are synchronized, so that the strike-time predictions will be
synthesised in the web applications on the audience devices
at the same time as the LeapMotion dowels reach the bottom
of their “air-drum” strikes (Fig. 1).

This web application uses the Web Audio JavaScript API
[21] for sound synthesis and the jQueryMobile2 responsive
web framework for the user interface for interactive control
of sonification. The local server hosts the web application
and distributes the predicted strike information from the per-
formers to the audience over the WLAN. The design of the
sonification control interfaces in the web application were
motivated by our research questions, which we discuss in the
next section.

Our systemalso includes awebapplication for performers,
which functions similarly to the audience application, but
without interactive sonification control. (Because the MalLo
DSMIs produce no sound directly, the performers must also
wear headphones connected to a device that allows them to

2 https://jquerymobile.com/.

hear themselves and each other.) Our system also includes a
simple user interface for a human “conductor,” which is used
to send control messages to other interfaces (e.g., to enable
or disable interactive control by audience interfaces).

4 Research questions and study design

This work aims to investigate the following research ques-
tions:

1. How does personalised control over performer sonifica-
tion impact the audience’s experience of a performance?
Integrating audience interaction into live performance is
still unconventional, and its consequences are not widely
studied. As far as we know, allowing audience members
to edit the mapping between performer instruments and
sound has never been done before. Do audience mem-
bers find this interaction to be valuable? Or engaging,
expressive, informative, confusing, stressful? Etc.

2. What is the effect of the sonification interface design
on audience experience? Although some past work has
investigated how to create interfaces that allow non-
experts to design their own sonifications (e.g., [5,7]),
most such work has focused on supporting end-user
designers in non-creative domains such as science, edu-
cation, and the creation of interfaces for people with
visual impairments. An interface for interactive perfor-
mance sonification by audiences should be immediately
usable by people without any specialised expertise, and
desired criteriamight include not only ease of use but also
support for aesthetically pleasing output, self-expression,
learning, more deeply understanding the performance,
etc. We would like to explore how different interface
designs might support such criteria.

3. What factors motivate audience members to interact with
the personalised sonification? Are audience members in
a music performance context interested in engaging with
control over sonification as a means of musical expres-
sion? As a means to learn about sonification? As a means
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to more deeply understand the performers? Or out of
boredomornovelty?Understandingpeople’smotivations
can help us understand how to best build user interfaces
to support audience interactive sonification, can help us
understand the commonalities and differences between
audience members and users of interactive sonification
in other domains, and can inform composers and instru-
ment builders designing new musical works.

To investigate these questions, we have conducted stud-
ies using two live musical performances. The performances
featuredwork by different composers, for audienceswith dif-
ferent types of prior experiencewith sonification. In both per-
formances, we collected log data about audience members’
interactionswith the sonification interfaces.We also dissemi-
nated post-performance surveys to audiencemembers. These
surveys included questions investigating the stated research
questions (described above), questions about audience mem-
bers’ demographics and prior experience with relevant topics
(sonification design, sound engineering design, music com-
position and performance, and human-computer interaction),
and open-ended questions about audience members’ experi-
ences of the performance. A complete list of survey questions
appears in Table 1.

Next, we describe how the performances and user sonifi-
cation interfaces were designed in order to address the above
research questions.

4.1 Q1: How does personalised control over
performer sonification affect the audience’s
experience?

To address this question, we designed each performance so
that it had two movements. In Movement 1, the audience
simply listens to the performers using sonification param-
eters pre-programmed by the composer. In Movement 2,
each audience member is able to interactively control the
sonification. In both cases, audience members listen to the
performance through headphones, synthesised by the web
application running on their personal device. In order to min-
imise musical variation between the movements, performers
were instructed to play the same structure of notes for both
movements.

Movement 1 was played before Movement 2 in both per-
formances. The order of these two conditions was not varied
for two reasons: First, the experience of listening to a perfor-
mance through headphones connected to a personal device is
quite unfamiliar, so by playing Movement 1 first, we hoped
to put listeners at ease before asking them to additionally
interact with an unfamiliar interface. Second, randomising
movement order among participants (i.e., where half of audi-
ence members listened passively while half interacted with
the sonification interface) seemed likely to be distracting to

participants in the Movement 1 condition. Such a distraction
was found in a similar concert setting in which only some
audience members were allowed to control the stereo pan-
ning of the guitar on stage coming out of the speakers by
moving their smart phones from left to right [12]. Further-
more, by having all audience members experience the piece
in the same way, we aimed to create a unified social experi-
ence for the audience, even though they were listening to the
performance through their own devices and headphones.

The post-survey questionnaires asked audience members
to make comparisons between the two movements (Table 1,
questions 2c, 3a, and 3b) and to rate their agreement with
statements related to the performance and their interaction
with the interfaces (question 4).

4.2 Q2:What is the effect of the sonification
interface design on audience experience?

How can we design interfaces for interactive performance
sonification that are both usable and engaging by people with
varying levels of expertise in sound design? The granularity
of control over sonification seems likely to impact many fac-
tors of audience experience, including understandability and
expressivity. We therefore created three different interaction
modes, described below, to provide audience members with
varying levels of control granularity within Movement 2.

Interaction Mode 1: Changing All Parameters At Once:
Mode1offers very high-level control, inwhich users can only
choose among preset sonification parameter settings defined
by composers. This mode allows the composer to create mul-
tiple “versions” of the performance by specifying all of the
sonification parameters for the performers. The audience can
then choose among these versions using a simple interaction
(i.e., choosing a preset from a list). This is similar to changing
the channel on a radio and hearing the same song performed
by different combinations of instruments.

Interaction Mode 2: Change All Parameters For Each
Player:Mode 2 offers slightly more control, in that an audi-
ence member can change the sonification applied to each
performer separately. The set of available performer presets is
defined by the composer of the piece, and the audience mem-
bers can choose which combination of presets to employ.

Interaction Mode 3: Change All Parameters Individually:
Mode 3 gives users the most control, allowing them to
directly modify multiple sonification parameters for each
performer. Here, the composer decides which parameters
to expose to the audience and the range of values of each
parameter. Our user interfaces for Mode 3 allow audience
members to continuously manipulate each control param-
eter using sliders. While Interaction Modes 1 and 2 allow
the audience to choose what they hear from the composer-
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Table 1 Audience survey
questions 1a. Rate your level of expertise in the following areas using the scale “I know nothing,”

“I know a little”, “I know a lot”, “I am an expert”:

Sonication Design

Sound Engineering/Design

Music Composition/Performance

Human-Computer Interaction

1b. **Select all that apply to you:

I am a graduate student

I am an undergraduate student

I am a student of the MUS/COS 314: Electronic and Computer Music

I am university faculty or staff

1c. **If you are a student, faculty, or staff, with which department(s) are you affiliated?

2a. Which movement did you prefer? (Select one)

Movement 1

Movement 2

2b. Why did you prefer that movement?

2c. Describe how your experience was different between Movement 1 and Movement 2.

3a. Which interaction mode did you prefer? (Select one of the following):

Movement 1 - No Interaction

Interaction Mode 1

Interaction Mode 2

Interaction Mode 3

3b. Why did you prefer that interaction mode?

4. Rate your agreement with the following statements (1—Strongly Disagree, 2—
Somewhat Disagree, 3—Neutral, 4—Somewhat Agree, 5—Strongly Agree):

I understood how to use the interface

The controls were satisfying to use

The interface allowed me to creatively express myself

The interface allowed me to create sounds I enjoyed

The interface allowed me to create unique sounds

I felt more engaged in Movement 2 than in Movement 1

I wanted to share my designs with others

I would attend another performance of MalLo March

**The technical difficulties affected my enjoyment of the piece

5. Explain what motivated you to make changes to your design throughout the perfor-
mance?

6.What aspects of the control were most useful?

7.What was your favorite part about the performance?

8. Do you have any other feedback for the [insert performance name] Performance?

9. **During the NumX Performance, did you share a device with others?

10. **During the NumX Performance, how much time did you spend as the controller of
the interface (compared with the other people you shared a device with)? (Rate on a scale
from 1–10)

Those marked with ** were added to the survey for Performance 2

defined example sets, they simply take discrete samples from
the entire design space created by the composer. Interaction
Mode 3 opens up this design space so that the audience can
have continuous control over the values of various sound
control parameters.

Note that our aim in providing these three modes is not to
identify the “right” level of granularity. Different users may
have different preferences; furthermore, allowing an individ-
ual to exercise both high-level and lower-level control within
the same interface could offer advantages. For instance, prior
work shows that providing users with example designs can
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both facilitate inspiration [10] and assist users in exploring
a design space in order to create new designs [16]. Because
the audience is allowed to move freely between interaction
modes throughout Movement 2, they can take an example
design from Interaction Modes 1 or 2 into Mode 3, then vary
the parameters slightly from those the composer has prede-
fined.

In the two performances, we used a brief intermission
between Movement 1 and Movement 2 to familiarise the
audience to these three modes using a tutorial that demon-
strated how each oneworked. By the beginning ofMovement
2, then, audience members should already understand how to
use themodes, and our log datawould reflect their intentional
interactions with the different modes in the interface.

The post-concert questionnaire included questions related
to interactionmode preference (Table 1, questions 3a and 3b)
and the usefulness of the controls (question 6). We also col-
lected log data (with consent) from each audience member’s
device, capturing the details of their interactions with the
different modes (including timing information for all mode
switches and all sonification parameter changes).

4.3 Q3:What factors motivate audiencemembers to
interact with the personalised sonification
control?

To inform this question, the post-concert survey included
Likert-scale questions inwhich audiencemembers rated their
level of agreement with statements related to their designs
and the design process (Table 1, question 4). Audience mem-
bers were also asked an open-ended question about their
motivations for changing their designs (question 5).

5 Performance 1: MalLoMarch

The first performance took place at the International Confer-
ence onAuditoryDisplay (ICAD)held inCanberra,Australia
on July 6th, 2016. This venue gave us access to audience
memberswhowere highly experiencedwith sonification, and
therefore likely to be interested in exploring a personalised
interactive performance sonification, as well as likely to eas-
ily understand how to use the sonification interfaces. Herewe
describe the compositional and performance details of the
piece (titled MalLo March), describe the data we gathered
during and after the performance, and present an analysis of
this data structured by our research questions.

5.1 Composition and performers

MalLo March was composed and designed by Reid Oda
and the first author of this article. It was written for three
MalLo Leap Motion controllers. Sonification events were

Table 2 The interface for Mode 3 of Performance 1 enabled audience
members to choose one of three instrument types for each performer,
and to manipulate these sonification parameters for each instrument
type

Drum corps Pitched percussion Electronic

Number of drums Pattern of pitches Pattern of notes

Pitch Vibrato Pitch

Dynamics Glimmer Grunge

Amount of sustain Amount of sustain Amount of sustain

Amount of echo Amount of echo Amount of echo

Volume Volume Volume

triggered by performers’ “air-drum” hits, using MalLo’s
prediction-driven synchronization. No other information
about performer gestures, including speed and position of
hits, was used by the sonification.

The user interface for Movement 2 supported three types
of instrument sounds for each of the three performers: Drum
Corps, Pitched Percussion, and Electronic. Table 2 lists the
controls for each instrument.

Performers followed the same structured improvisation
for both movements, with little variation between move-
ments. This improvisation involved sections of slow and fast
sequences, as well as sections in which specific subsets of
performers played alone or together. Each performer wore a
headband and wristbands whose colour matched their cor-
responding sonification controls in the audience members’
user interface (i.e., green, blue, and pink in Fig. 2b, c).

5.2 Performance

The MalLo March performance was the fourth of six pieces
in the conference concert. As performers set up on stage, the
audience was instructed on how to join the wireless network
and load the web application. Headphones were handed out,
and headphone jack splitters were available so people could
share devices if needed. Upon opening the web application,
audiencememberswere given a consent form for log data col-
lection followed by an interface to test whether their device
properly received MalLo messages and played audio. If they
did not hear the test audio, we recommended that they share
a device with a neighbour in the audience.

During Movement 1 the audience had no control over the
sonification of the performers on stage, and the web applica-
tion instructed them to “Sit back and enjoy the piece”. The
composers’ choice of sonification parameterswere employed
throughout the movement. At the conclusion of Movement
1 (which lasted 4.5 min), performers stopped playing, and
the conductor web application was used to trigger the audi-
ence web applications to display an “intermission” tutorial.
This tutorial triggered a repeating sequence of notes simu-
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(a) Mode 1: ‘Change the Chan-
nel’ allows choosing among com-
poser presets, which change the
sound of all performers at once.

(b) Mode 2: ‘Change Each
Player’ allows choosing among
composer presets for each per-
former’s sonification.

(c) Mode 3: ‘Change Parame-
ters’ allows the choice of “instru-
ment” and fine-grained manipu-
lation of sonification parameters
for each performer.

Fig. 2 User interfaces for the three interaction modes for Movement 2 of the MalLo March performance

lating each performer playing a note in turn. This simulation
allowed the audience to explore the three interaction modes,
guided by an optional tutorial. After 1.3 min of exposure
to this interface, the conductor interface was used to trigger
the transition to the Movement 2 interface by all audience
devices.

In Movement 2, the performers played the same structure
of improvised notes as in Movement 1. However, now the
audience had control over the sound of the performers on
stage using the three interaction interfaces (Fig. 2). Audi-
ence members could move freely among these interfaces.
Movement 2 lasted 4 min.

5.3 Data collection

As it was not feasible for participants to complete the survey
immediately after the performance, we provided attendees
with a link to the online survey via email and via the con-
ference website. Nine people completed the survey. Figure 3
shows the nine respondents’ responses to the Likert-scale and
preference survey questions.

For those 53 audience members who consented to log
data collection, we logged all mode changes and sonification
parameter changes. Of these 53 devices, logs showed that
37 had the web application open and receiving performers’
note data for the whole performance, so we use these in all
subsequent analysis. Figure 4 shows the events logged by
each device.

5.4 Discussion of performance 1

5.4.1 Q1: How does personalised control over performer
sonification affect the audience’s experience?

To answer this question, we compare the audience’s experi-
ence between the twomovements. In the post-concert survey,
seven of the nine respondents preferredMovement 2, one pre-
ferredMovement 1, and one did not respond (Fig. 3a). Closer
inspection of the surveys revealed that the one who preferred
Movement 1 encountered technical difficulties in Movement
2.

When asked to explain their preference, responses from
people who preferred Movement 2 included “novelty”,
“because I could participate”, “the ability to interact”, “the
variety of musical layers available... added more interest for
the listener”, “because it was fun to customize the sound”,
and “I could actively affect what I hear. Interaction made me
more immersed”. One respondent replied that in Movement
2 they had “figured out what was going on”, while another
respondent commented on the composer’s sound choice for
Movement 1 as “stuck on a drum sound ... and I was unable
to change it until Movement 2”. When asked to describe
how their experience was different betweenMovement 1 and
Movement 2 two respondents used the words active when
referring toMovement 2 and passivewhen referring toMove-
ment 1: “In movement 1 I was passive listener. In Movement
2 I felt more like [an] active participant” and “active rather
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Fig. 3 Responses from the MalLo March audience survey showing a
preferredmovement, b preferred interactionmode, c self-reported areas
of expertise, and d Likert-scale agreement ratings

Fig. 4 The log data from Movement 2 of MalLo March showing the
number of user interactions in each mode (top), the amount of time
spent in each mode in seconds (middle), and the number of times the
mode was changed (bottom). Each vertical bar represents one audience
device that has been clustered using k-means clustering

than passive involvement was engaging”. Other words that
participants used to describeMovement 2 were: “more sense
of control”, “more interesting”, and “[I] had the ability to
modify the sounds to my personal liking”.

With only nine responses it is difficult to draw strong con-
clusions, but these responses suggest that the novelty and
active participation in Movement 2 seemed to add a sense
of engagement and immersion to the performance and made
it a more enjoyable experience. The Likert-scale agreement
ratings in Fig. 3d reveal that seven of the nine participants
agreed with the statement “I felt more engaged in Movement
2 than in Movement 1”. Additionally, all nine respondents
agreed (three somewhat and six strongly) that“Iwould attend
another performance of MalLo March”.

5.4.2 Q2: What is the effect of the sonification interface
design on audience experience?

We employed log and survey data to analyse how the audi-
ence spent their time in each interaction mode, and what
aspects of the interfaces might have influenced their experi-
ence. In Fig. 4, the top plot shows the number of actions
that each audience member executed within each of the
three interaction modes during Movement 2. Using a paired
2-sample t-test we see a statistically significant difference
in the number of interactions between Mode 1 (M=10.6,
SD=9.5) and Mode 2 (M=18.9, SD=18.9); t(53)=2.028,
p=0.02, as well as between Mode 1 and Mode 3 (M=27.5,
SD=17.4); t(55)=2.028, p < 0.001 and between Mode
2 and Mode 3; t(71)=2.028, p=0.047. This is somewhat
expected as the number of elements participants can interact
with also increases with the modes.
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The middle plot in Fig. 4 shows howmuch time each indi-
vidual device spent in each of the interface modes. There is
a statistically significant difference between the amount of
time spent in Mode 3 (M=122.7 s, SD=70.3) and Mode
1 (M=55.9 s, SD=61.4) t(70)=2.028, p < 0.001 and
between the amount of time spent in Mode 3 and Mode 2
(M=60.7 s, SD=59.9) t(70)=2.028, p < 0.001. However,
the difference between the amount of time spent in Mode
1 and Mode 2 is not significant (t(71)=2.028, p=0.732).
The bottom plot in Fig. 4 shows the number of times each
audience device switched between modes (M=5.35 times,
SD=3.33). In summary, both the time and number of inter-
actions in each interface varied substantially among audience
devices, but it is clear that Mode 3 captured the majority of
people’s time and interactions.

Figure 3b shows audience members’ preferred interaction
mode, according to the survey. Six of the nine respon-
dents preferred Mode 3. When asked why, these respondents
reflected on the control that the interface gave (“It provided
nice way to fine tune [the] listening experience”, and “I like
control”), as well as the active engagement of the interface
(“it gave me the experience of being an active participant
in the performance myself”) and the tighter control and
feedback loop (“it is also much easier to discern the effect
your interactions are having”). Two respondents preferred
Mode 2. One of these stated that it was the “most easy to
grasp without exploring the interface first... [Mode 1] lacked
some visual meaning and [Mode 3] took a longish time to
explore.”. No respondent preferred Mode 1. One respon-
dent preferred Movement 1 (no interaction), but this person
reported experiencing technical difficulties during Move-
ment 2. As Fig. 4 shows, most users (all but nine) spent
significant time in Mode 3.

We were curious whether other latent preferences or dis-
tinct approaches to interaction were also evident in the log
data. We applied k-means clustering to the 37 interaction
logs, representing each device’s log by a seven-dimensional
feature vector containing the amount of time the device spent
in each of the three modes, the number of interactions on the
devicewithin each of thosemodes, and the number of times it
changed betweenmodes.We applied the elbow criterion [15]
to choose k = 5 clusters. Figure 4 shows the logs organised
into the chosen clusters.

Cluster 1 contains devices that spent over 75% of their
time in Mode 2. Users of these devices relied heavily on the
examples in Mode 2 to create their sonifications, and spent
very little time in Mode 3. We hypothesise that these users
might have comparatively less experience in sound engineer-
ing/design and music performance/composition.

Cluster 2 contains devices that spent a large majority of
time in Mode 1. Logs suggest that these devices may have
experienced technical problems, causing their users to aban-
don their devices in Mode 1 (the default).

Cluster 3 contains devices that spent a clear majority of
time in Mode 3 and had very few mode changes (M=2.71,
SD=1.11). Logs show that five of these seven devices never
returned to Modes 1 or 2 interfaces after entering Mode 3.

In Clusters 4 and 5, users split time among all three modes
(andCluster 4 spending slightlymore time inMode 3). These
devices had a high number of mode changes (M=6.29,
SD=2.16 for Cluster 4; M=7.86, SD=3.85 for Cluster
5). These users appear to be both making use of composer-
provided examples and making refinements themselves.

The substantial expertise in sound design and auditory
display of the conference audience (Fig. 3c) makes it diffi-
cult to gauge whether the different control modes would be
received differently by a more diverse audience. Within this
audience, all six survey respondents who self-identified as
expert inmusic composition/performance or sound engineer-
ing/design preferred Mode 3. One expert audience member
noted that Modes 1 and 2 felt “restrictive,” and it may be that
these feel too simplistic for experts.

5.4.3 Q3: What factors motivate audience members to
interact with the personalised sonification control?

The survey asked respondents: “describe what motivated you
tomake changes to your design throughout the performance”.
We applied an open coding process to analyse the responses.
The responses exhibited two distinct themes,whichwe coded
as Explorers and Composers. The Explorers were those who
focused on the exploration of the interface and discovering
how the interface affected the sounds, rather than exploring
the sounds themselves, while the Composers were focused
onwhat they heard, rather thanwhat theywere doingwith the
interface. Table 3 lists the seven responses from those who
replied to the prompt and the codes theywere assigned. Three
researchers independently assigned codes to the responses;
the assignments in Table 3 received an average pair-wise
agreement of 81%.

We were able to match three audience members’ survey
responses to their device logs (participants A58, A29, A22).
These people’s designmotivations are labelled inTable 3, and
their logs are labelled in Fig. 4. Participant A58 was coded as
an Explorer by all three coders; interaction data for similar
users shows a pattern of trying all possiblemodes andmoving
between them. A29 was coded as an Explorer by two coders
and as a Composer by one, and A22 was coded as a Com-
poser. Both their surveys indicated interest in the sound: “I
changed the instrument sounds first so I could get a sense of
the raw sound...” (A29), “it was the desire to express my own
thoughts about the arrangement of instrumental sounds and
the timbral contrasts shaping the resulting musical composi-
tion” (A22). It seems likely that the substantial time spent in
Mode 3 by other members of Clusters 3 and 4 may be indica-
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Table 3 Coded responses to the
MalLo March audience survey
prompt “describe what
motivated you to make changes
to you design throughout the
performance”. The three
responses marked with an
identification number
correspond to the labelled
device logs in Fig. 4

Explorer Composer

I was curious to find out, how the control affet
[sic] on sounds. It was fun to add my personal
touch into to performance

It was the desire to express my own thoughts
about the arrangement of instrumental sounds
and the timbral contrasts shaping the resulting
musical composition (A22)

I explored Modes 1 and 2 briefly before diving
into 3 where I spent almost all of my time. I
changed instrument sounds first so I could get a
sense of the raw sound, then starting playing
with the effects to see what they did. I ran out of
time to really explore to my satisfaction. (A29)

I watched the performers and decided early the
kinds of sounds I would like them to be
making—based on their playing style. e.g.
Performer 2 was tapping with quite a regular
pace, so I tried to make his sounds as
percussive and deep as possible. I only wish
that movement 2 had lasted a bit longer because
I didn’t quite finish arranging the sounds the
way I had planned

To see whta [sic] would happen I wanted to hear a greater variety of timbre
between the instruments, e. g. a mix of
percussive short attack notes vs long tones,
harmonic sounds vs inharmonic etc

Exploration of the interface (A58)

tive of a similar participant interest in refining sonifications
using the lower-level control of that interaction mode.

6 Performance 2: NumX

We conducted a second performance study, to collect data
from an audience with broader interests and expertise, and
to collect a greater number of survey responses. This perfor-
mance took place 14 January 2017 as part of a showcase of
student projects and performances at Princeton University.
Practicalities of the event led to many audience members
sharing devices with each other. In this section, we describe
the piece, the performance, and the data collected, then anal-
yse the data with respect to our framing research questions.

6.1 Composition and performers

The music for this performance, titled NumX, was composed
by student composer Joshua Collins specifically for this
study.Weaskedhim towrite a piece thatwas similar toMalLo
March in technical set-up and practically feasible within the
open house setting. This piece was performed by three per-
formers using MalLo Leap Motion controllers, played by
holding wooden dowels and making percussive striking ges-
tures. Each performer was a member of our university’s
electronic music student ensemble; all were already famil-
iar with performing new compositions with digital musical
instruments.

The composer created the following: (1) awritten score for
the three performers; (2) code that uses the current sonifica-
tion parameter settings to sonify incoming performer events;

and (3) code to automatically control the sonification param-
eters in Movement 1. The composer also collaborated with
our team to design the user interfaces for Modes 1–3 in the
audienceweb application. Similar toMalLoMarch, perform-
ers repeat their actions from Movement 1 during Movement
2; the two movements are identical from their perspective.

In this composition, each performer’s sound is produced
by three sine wave oscillators interacting with each other
using frequency modulation. The performers can control the
volumeof the notes to a small degreewith the velocity of their
strikes, and also control the pitch slightly with the horizontal
position of the mallet strikes. In the Mode 3 interface, the
audience can control the base pitch of each of the three sine
waves for each performer, as well as the amount of each per-
former’s volume, echo, pitch shift, and reverberation. Similar
toMalLoMarch, the Mode 1 and 2 interfaces allow audience
members to select among preset settings for these control
parameters, for the whole ensemble (Mode 1) or for individ-
ual performers (Mode 2).

6.2 Performance

As in MalLo March, in Movement 1, audience members
listened to the piece without any interactive control. Once
Movement 1 ended, audience devices showed a tutorial
that guided audience members through the control inter-
faces forMovement 2. During this “intermission”, the device
simulated performer notes while the audience explored the
Movement 2 interfaces. The Movement 2 user interfaces for
NumX (Fig. 5) were almost identical to those for MalLo
March (Fig. 2). The main difference was in Mode 3, where
the choice and range of sliders was adapted to match the
control parameters chosen by the composer.
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(a) Mode 1: ‘Change All
Presets’ allows choosing
among composer presets,
which change the sound of
all performers at once.

(b) Mode 2: ‘Change Each
Player’ allows choosing
among composer pre-
sets for each performer’s
sonification.

(c) Mode 3: ‘Change Pa-
rameters’ allows fine-grained
manipulation of the sonifi-
cation parameters for each
performer.

Fig. 5 Screen captures of the three interface modes of during Movement 2 of the NumX performance

6.2.1 Data collection

The concert format did not allow time for audience mem-
bers to complete a survey immediately after the performance.
Therefore, audiencememberswere asked to share their email
addresses to receive a link to take the survey online. The sur-
veys were emailed to the submitted addresses a few hours
after the performance.

A few additions were made to the Performance 1 survey
to reflect the different audience and performance conditions
(Table 1). Many audience members shared devices during
this performance, but they responded to the survey as indi-
viduals. We therefore added survey questions to ask each
respondentwhether they shared a device, and if so, to indicate
howmuchofMovement 2 they spent as the person controlling
the sonification interface. We also added survey questions
about audience members’ expertise and background. As
this was a university event, these included questions about
their role (e.g., student, faculty) and academic department.
Because the performance was slow to start due to technical
difficulties with the local WiFi, we also added a question to
gauge how much this impacted people’s enjoyment of the
piece.

We received eighteen survey responses. Figure 6 shows
respondents’ self-rated expertise and their agreement with
various statements on a five-point Likert scale.

Users of 28 audience devices consented to log data collec-
tion. Of these, 22 devices had the web application open and
receiving data for the whole performance, so we restrict our
subsequent analysis to this set. Figure 7 shows a summary
of audience interaction log events. Because of device shar-
ing, we cannot know the number of people who contributed
to the activity captured in a particular log. We were able to
match eleven audience surveys with the log data collected
from those respondents’ devices.

6.3 Discussion of performance 2

6.3.1 Q1: How does personalised control over performer
sonification affect the audience’s experience?

As shown in Fig. 8c, only one of the eighteen survey respon-
dents preferred Movement 1 over Movement 2, stating “I
enjoy listening to the performance rather than having to play
around with all the different variables”. The other seven-
teen respondents preferredMovement 2. Those respondents’
explanations for their preference fell roughly into three dif-
ferent categories:

1. Some responses focused on the control of the inter-
face: “Something to do”, “I liked the interactive”, “It
was exciting to move the controls around during the
performance”, “Movement 1 was long and with no
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Fig. 6 The self-rated areas of expertise by NumX performance atten-
dees (a), and their Likert-scale agreement with various statements (b)

interaction. Without the interaction, the piece wasn’t as
interesting”, and “Because we had control over the inter-
face.”.

2. Some focused on having control of the sounds and
participating in the sounds of the performance: “I
liked that I was able to customize the sounds so that it
was less jarring”, “It was cool to have a choice in the
performance, and to have the idea that everyone in the
audience was hearing something different”, “Movement
one was too quiet. Could barely hear it”, “It was much
more dynamic, and allowed the user to have a hand in
controlling the music itself”, “We were able to arrive at
set of sounds that we found more harmonic that the ones
in movement 1”, “It was more interesting to be able to
control the sounds and see the effects of my choices”, and
“Got to have some control over the sound myself”.

Fig. 7 The logged data from Movement 2 of the NumX performance
showing the number of interactions in each mode (top), the amount
of time spent in each mode in seconds (middle), and the number of
times the mode was changed (bottom). Each vertical bar represents one
audience device

3. Other responses were more ambiguous: “more con-
trol”, “It got a lot more interesting after we were able to
play with the effects”, “It was fun to play around with the
different levels and see where that took us”, and “more
interesting”.

When asked to describe how their experience differed
between Movement 1 and Movement 2, some respondents
discussed how their interaction changed between the two
movements: “It was different because of the controls as
opposed to only watching the piece be performed”, “Move-
ment 2 had the opportunity to experiment a bit with the
qualities listed”, and“Movement 2 allowed you to control the
sound that you were listening to”. Two participants used the
terms “passive” and “active” to describe how their experience
differed, e.g., “Inmovement 1, I was a passive listener, and in
Movement 2 I felt like I was able to guide my own experience,
even though there was a live performance element controlled
by others”. The one respondent who preferred Movement 1
foundMovement 2 to be stressful, but they still preferred one
of the Movement 2 interaction modes over the Movement 1
interface as it seemed to offer “a good balance between com-
pletely reinterpreting the piece each time and the composer’s
original intent”.

Other respondents discussed their attention and focus.
Some audience members felt distracted by the interactive
interfaces, but others felt the interaction and control made
them more involved in what the performers were playing.
One person stated that“Iwasmuchmore focused on the inter-
face and not as much on what the performers were actually
playing”; another said “it might be argued that we focused
less on the performance itself and more on the parameter
tuning”.
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Fig. 8 Results from the NumX performance showing audience members’ status at the university (a), their university department (b), and their
preferred movement (c) and interaction mode (d)

On the other hand, others noted that in Movement 2 they
had“increased involvement and attention”, and“more atten-
tion towhich performerwas playingwhat, and how to change
the experience”, while othersmentioned a lack of attention in
Movement 1 (“less attentive” and “a bit sleepy”). Fifteen of
the eighteen participants agreed that they felt more engaged
in Movement 2 than in Movement 1, with thirteen of those
agreeing strongly. However, the survey did not force users to
specify whether this engagement was with the interface or
with the performers/performance.

6.3.2 Q2: What is the effect of the sonification interface
design on audience experience?

Figure 7 shows a summary of all devices’ log data for Per-
formance 2. As in performance 1, we use a paired 2-sample
t-test and find a statistically significant difference between
the number of interactions in Mode 1 (M=9.4, SD=4.8)
and Mode 2 (M=27.2, SD=29.1) t(22)=2.080, p=0.010,
and between the number of interactions in Mode 1 and
Mode 3 (M=47.7 and SD=40.3) t(21)=2.080, p < 0.001.
However, the difference between the number of interac-
tions in Mode 2 and Mode 3 is not statistically significant
(t(38)=2.028, p=0.060).

We also see a significant difference between the amount
of time spent in Mode 3 (M=225.9 s, DS=91.2) and Mode
1 (M=104.4 s, SD=102.3) t(41)=2.028, p < 0.001 and
the amount of time spent in Mode 3 and Mode 2 (M=91.0
s, SD=69.6) t(39)=2.028, p < 0.001. However, as in per-
formance 1, the difference in amount of time spent in Mode
1 and Mode 2 is not statistically significant (t(37)=2.028,
p=0.615)).

The survey asked whether the respondent shared a device,
and if so how much time they spent as the person controlling
the device. With these responses, we were able to associate

three surveys with complete device logs for which the the
respondent reported being the sole person controlling the
device. These devices are marked in Fig. 7 (device IDs A05,
A25, A41).

As shown in Fig. 8d, four respondents reported that they
preferred interaction Mode 1, six preferred Mode 2, and five
preferred Mode 3; none preferred Movement 1 (no interac-
tion). The survey also askedpeople to explain their preference
for their chosen mode. Applying an open coding approach
to the responses, five themes arose, and three researchers
independently applied these codes to each response (with
an average pair-wise agreement of 82.4%). Below we list
the description of the themes and responses assigned this
theme in coding. In addition to the responses below, one sur-
vey participant did not respond, and one responded vaguely
(“Preferred sound and was interesting”).

Balance: Described a balance or trade-off the pre-
ferred interface struck between usabil-
ity and control, or between composer
and personal intent (“I could make the
sounds more want I wanted but didn’t
get too confused”, “It gave enough con-
trol to make some difference but not
enough to get me lost”, and “Seems
like a good balance between completely
reinterpreting the piece each time and
the composer’s original intent”)

Control: Described a preference for the control or
active involvement the preferred inter-
face provided (“It seemed like there
was more control involved”, “Because
you could use the delay whenever you
wanted”, and “It provided the most sig-
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Fig. 9 Survey analysis results from the NumX performance showing: a the preferred interaction modes by the coded explanation of why those
modes were preferred, b the summary of responses on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) to the statement “I would
attend another performance of NumX”, and the areas of expertise in c Music Performance/Composition and d Sound Engineering/Design plotted
by the preferred interaction mode

nificant results and the most control,
which was interesting”)

Learning/Effects: Described being able to learn from
the effects of changing the interface
(“Could learn more”, “It was cool to
see which parameter changed the sound
in which way”, and “allowed me to pick
out the individual instruments better”)

Examples: Described using the interface to find
desirable sounds without needing to
changemany things (“It gave me a good
baseline to then fusswith the parameters
[in Mode 3]”, “sounded better than me
messing with everything”, “It changed
the sound most dramatically, but also
gave you control (unlike the presets [in
Mode 1])”, and “we tried all of them,
and while I liked the detail allowed in
[Mode 3], it was actually more fun to
listen while occasionally changing the
individual preset instruments [in Mode
2] - it allowed me to focus more on
the listening experience and less on the
details of the sound”)

Variation: Described thevariation in sounds/controls
that the interface provided (“I liked
hearing the difference of each setting”,
“largest variation”, and “I could notice
the difference in sound the strongest”)

Achi-squared test found a significant relationship between
the mode respondents preferred and their stated reason for
this preference, based on the assigned code above (χ2(12) =
24.43, p < 0.05). As shown in Fig. 9a, respondents who
preferred Mode 3 exclusively responded that they preferred
either the control the interface offered or being able to learn
from the interactions with the interface. Those who preferred
Mode 2 and Mode 1 liked the balance the interfaces had
to offer, the variety of sounds the interfaces contained, and
the presentation of example designs that could be developed
without much effort.

We further explored the connection between interaction
mode preference and other survey question responses. We
ran a Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test for all Likert-scale state-
ment agreement questions (Question 4 in Table 1). We found
that participants’ level of agreement with the statement “I
would attend another performance of NumX” significantly
differed among participants with different mode preferences
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Table 4 Coded responses to the
NumX audience survey prompt
“describe what motivated you to
make changes to your design
throughout the performance”.
The three responses marked
with an identification number
can be matched to the
corresponding logs in Fig. 7

Explorer Composer

Curiosity was a main motivator, but also since the
sound quality was really bad and quite quiet
(maybe the earbuds were at fault) I was trying to
raise the volume so I could hear the intricacies of
the piece best.

I liked the deeper sounds and didn’t like the
beeping/echoing. But I wanted each sound to be
fairly different. So I changed the settings to get that

Curiosity I liked hearing the individual changes of each setting

I just wanted to explore the various controls (A41) I would get bored with an unchanging set of sounds

Curiosity To hear the different sounds (A5)

Mostly curiosity, just act of observing how change in
specific preset or parameter would affect the sound.
Once setting on a single performer sound it was fun
to look for sounds that matched the first one well.

Usually when I was bored with the current state of
the synthesis and wanted to have a change for
musical contrast

Because it seemed fun I just changed it until I settled on something that
sounded somewhat pleasant. (A25)

Identifying which controls were which

Curiosity, persuit [sic] of new sounds

Just wanted to spice things up

Just curiosity

(H = 7.306, p < 0.05). Those who preferred Mode 3
(which offered most fine-grained control) were more likely
to want to attend another performance of NumX, while those
who preferred Mode 1 (most course-grained control) were
more likely to disagree (Fig. 9b).

We did not find any significant effects of expertise
(Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test) or university position and
department (chi-squared test) on audience members’ pre-
ferred interaction mode.

6.3.3 Q3: What factors motivate audience members to
interact with the personalised sonification control?

The codes of Explorer and Composer arising from analysis
of Performance 1 surveys again seemed relevant to explain
Performance 2 respondents’ descriptions of what motivated
them tomake changes to their sonificationdesigns.The coded
survey responses appear in Table 4. These were coded by
three researchers with 87.5% average pair-wise agreement.

WeappliedKruskal–Wallis rank sumandchi-squared tests
to investigate whether audience member expertise or univer-
sity status, respectively, had an effect on Explorer/Composer
coding; no significant effects were found.We appliedMann–
Whitney tests to examinewhe-ther Composers and Explorers
differed on the Likert-scale survey questions. Results appear
in Table 5a. We found agreement with the statement “The
interface allowed me to creatively express myself” was
stronger for Explorers (Mdn = 4) than Composers (Mdn =
3), U = 9, p = 0.01198 (Fig. 10a). The difference was not
dramatic (average response from Composers was “neutral”

and for Explorers was “somewhat agree”), yet it gives some
insight into how well the interface supported activities that
these two groups understood as expressive.

We applied a chi-squared test (Table 5b) to examine
whether participants’ interaction mode preference and pref-
erence rationale coding (i.e., Balance, Control, Learning,
Examples, Variation) differed between Explorers and Com-
posers. There was a significant difference in the preferred
interaction mode (χ2(2) = 7.1477, p = 0.02805). As seen
in Fig. 10b, Explorers included all respondentswho preferred
Mode 3, three of the six respondents who preferred Mode 2,
and only one of the four respondents who preferred Mode
1. This suggests that audience members who were motivated
to change their designs based on the sound, rather than on
exploring the interface, did not prefer the Mode 3 interface
that gave the finest granularity of control over the sounds.
On the other hand, those who preferred Mode 3 were the
audience members who stated a clear desire to explore the
interface.

7 Discussion: audience preferences,
engagement, and interaction

Next, we examine themes that arise from the comparison and
synthesis of the two performance studies.

7.1 Users’preference for interaction

All but one survey respondent in each performance preferred
Movement 2 to Movement 1, which suggests that interac-
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Table 5 Tests for significant
differences in survey responses
between Composers and
Explorers

Statements Results

(a)Mann–Whitney tests for differences between Com-
posers and Explorers in the Likert-scale responses to
the survey statements

The technical difficulties affected my enjoyment of
the piece

U = 23, p value= 0.3225

The interface allowed me to creatively express
myself

U = 9, p = 0.01198*

The interface allowed me to create unique sounds U = 21.5, p = 0.23955

The interface allowed me to create sounds I enjoyed U = 22.5, p = 0.283

The controls were satisfying to use U = 16, p = 0.07544

I would attend another performance of NumX U = 16.5, p = 0.09675

I wanted to share my designs with others U = 23.5, p = 0.3473

I understood how to use the interface U = 28, p = 0.6067

I felt more engaged in Movement 2 than in
Movement 1

U = 28, p = 0.5434

Questions Results

(b) Chi-Squared tests for differences in response between Composers and Explorers on
their interaction mode preference, and on their coded response as to why they preferred
that interaction mode

Which interaction mode did you prefer? χ2(2) = 7.1477, p = 0.02805*

Why did you prefer that interaction mode? (coded) χ2(6) = 8.9722, p = 0.1751

tive sonification was almost exclusively preferred to passive
listening by both audiences for these pieces.

What drove the nearly unanimous preference for Move-
ment 2? The opportunity for taking an active role seems to be
one clear factor. The term “passive listener” was used sev-
eral times by participants in both performances to describe
the experience of Movement 1. In Performance 2, audience
members commented that their experience withMovement 1
was just “sitting and listening”, while others mentioned that
it felt long and repetitive, and that the different sounds were
very similar. One participant even mentioned that it made
them “a bit sleepy”.

Some people explicitly called out the personalised interac-
tion with sound as driving their enjoyment and preference for
Movement 2. One respondent from Performance 1 preferred
Movement 2 “Because it was fun to customize the sound and
set the mood I wanted for the performance”. When asked
what was their favourite part about the performance, four out
of the nine Performance 1 respondents directly referred to
being able to create their own unique music and sounds.

Most respondents’ comments about their interaction with
the interface also indicated that this positively influenced
their experience. In Performance 1, participants commented
that the interaction made them more immersed and engaged
in the performance, and in Performance 2 participants noted
that they found the interface control exciting, fun, and
interesting. One respondent from Performance 1 preferred
Movement 2 because of “The ability to interact. I love touch

screen sound interfaces and use them daily”. The same
respondent replied that their favourite part of the perfor-
mance was: “Definitely a buzz working wirelessly”. In our
experimental setup, it must be noted that Movement 1 and
Movement 2 differed by both the presence of any interaction
at all, and the specific ability to interactively control sonifica-
tion. The differential impact of the ability to interact at all and
the ability to interact with sound cannot be determined from
this experimental design, and the audience responses above
suggest that some of people’s preference for Movement 2
may be driven by the mere presence of interaction. Never-
theless, if the primary goal of a performance is an engaged
audience, interactive sonification seems to be onemethod for
achieving this.

There is a danger that interactive technologies may be
experienced as disruptive to live performance, however.
Work by [12] found that smartphones, in particular, could
be obtrusive to audience members, even when used to
facilitate audience participation by controlling panning of
guitars on stage. Furthermore, giving the audience an inter-
active interface may take the audience’s attention away from
the performers and from the performance in general. For
instance, one NumX audience member commented that “In
movement 2, I was much more focused on the interface and
not as much on what the performers were actually playing”.
In the next section we discuss how the control of the sounds
and interface contributes to the audience’s level of attention
and engagement.
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Fig. 10 a The Likert-scale agreement of Composers and Explorers to
the statement “The interface allowed me to creatively express myself”,
and the responses that were coded as Explorers and Composers plotted
by their: b preferred interaction modes and c explanation of why they
preferred Movement 2 over Movement 1

First, though, it is interesting to examine the one partic-
ipant who preferred Movement 1 in Performance 2. (The
one who preferred Movement 1 in Performance 1 experi-
enced a technical difficulty with their interface, so they are
less interesting.) They stated a desire to simply listen to the
piece without the stress they felt when interacting with the
interface (in the NumX performance). This explanation is
interesting as this respondent could have chosen at any time
during Movement 2 not to use the interface and leave it on
one of the preset modes instead of being “stressed out” by
the option of interaction. This suggests that there may be a
sense of obligation to use an interactive interface, and that
it may be beneficial for audience enjoyment to provide an
explicitly interaction-free mode at all times.

7.2 Interaction, engagement, and attention

While both audiences generally agreed that they felt more
engaged in Movement 2 (average rating 4.1 out of 5 for Per-
formance 1 and 4.4 for Performance 2), it is unclear which
aspect(s) of the performance drove this feeling of engage-
ment. One audience member from Performance 2 highlights
a possible tension between attention to interacting with the
sonification and attention to the performance in their descrip-
tion of their experiences in the two movements: “Movement
2 was more engaging as we were playing around with the
parameters. At the same time it might be argued that we
focused less on the performance itself and more on the
parameter tuning”. This statement suggests that audience
members may experience engagement with the sonification
control and engagement with the performance as being dis-
tinct and even competing phenomena.

On the other hand, one Performance 2 audience member
commented that “In movement 1 I was just listening, while in
movement 2 I was paying more attention to which performer
was playing what, and how to change the experience”. For
this person, it appears that increased engagement with the
sonification control deepened their engagement with the per-
formance. Another audience member commented that their
favourite part of the performance was “the unusual experi-
ence of being in control of a performer’s sound”. Another
commented that “It was more interesting to be able to con-
trol the sounds and see the effects of my choices”. Thus,
interactive sonification of performance can not only foster
engagement by giving the audience “something to do”, but
can also elucidate connections between the audience mem-
bers’ actions, the sounds they are hearing, and the actions of
the performers.

Additionally, the personalized interaction allowed audi-
ence members to design for themselves. Based on the
responses to what motivated people to change their designs,
we see that the purpose of the designs differed across audi-
ence members (some were interested in exploring the space
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of the sounds, while others were interested in specific aes-
thetic goals). This ties closely with Grond and Hermann’s
conceptualization for sonificationswhere the sound can serve
different purposes,whichmotivates different aesthetic design
decisions [8].

7.3 Supporting use (and learning) by users with
varying expertise

The log data (Figs. 4, 7) show that participants in both perfor-
mances spent significantly more time in Mode 3 than in the
other interaction modes. However, comparing the two per-
formances, we see a difference: only in Performance 1 was
there significantly more interactions in Mode 3 than inMode
2. One explanation may be that the audience in Performance
1 consisted largely of experts in sonification, sound design,
andmusic composition, whereas the Performance 2 audience
was relatively less expert.

Furthermore, the survey responses regarding users’ mode
preferences can be summarised thus: all but one audience
member (one who experienced technical difficulties) pre-
ferred Mode 1, 2, or 3 rather than Movement 1 / No
interaction. Audience members who preferred Mode 3 pre-
ferred it for the amount of control it provided, its interactive
nature, and because the audience felt they were able to learn
from the effects of changing the interface. Those who pre-
ferredModes 1or 2 explained this preference in termsof three
main criteria: (1) access to desirable sounds without needing
to change too many things in the interface, (2) a wide varia-
tion in sound and controls, and (3) a balance or trade-off that
was struck, e.g., between understandability and the time it
took to explore the interface.

It appears, then, that giving audience members access
to example sonifications in Modes 1 and 2 was use-
ful to audience members (especially for Performance 2,
where the audience had less expertise in sound design
and music performance/composition). In Performance 2, the
three audience members who knew nothing about music per-
formance/composition preferred Modes 1 and 2. Choosing
among example sonifications in Modes 1 and 2 also served
as a stepping stone to more sophisticated interaction with the
sound for some users. For instance, when asked what aspects
of the control were most useful, one respondent from Per-
formance 1 stated “At the beginning of movement 2, I found
that [Mode 2] was quite useful, but I found it a bit restrictive
after a couple of minutes so I changed to [Mode 3].”

Someaudiencemembers fromPerformance 2,where there
were fewer experts in attendance, additionally noted the value
ofMode 3 in enabling them to learn about sound and sonifica-
tion. Participants appreciated being able to easily notice the
sonic effects that their parameter changes had, andmentioned
this being useful to learning. In this performance, the Mode
3 interface used wording that may be unfamiliar to many

people: specifically, the control sliders were named Pitch 1,
Pitch 2, Pitch 3, Ethereality, Echo, Shift, and Volume. Pre-
sumably, the fact that changing most of these controls has
a simple and immediate effect on the sonification supports
effective exploration and learning of these concepts; other
control interfaces that expose higher level or less perceptible
sonification parameters might not provide this benefit.

7.4 Timbre, perception, and understanding

Both performances used the same experimental setup with
two movements and three different interaction modes in
Movement 2. Both performances had very similar user inter-
faces that allowed for the same types of physical interactions
and the same visual format (as can be seen by the screen
captures in Figs. 2, 5). However, the nature and breadth
of sounds accessible within Mode 3 differed appreciably
between the two performances. In Performance 1, audience
members could choose a type of instrument sound (Elec-
tronic Drum, Pitched Percussion, DrumCorp), each of which
exposed control over different sound parameters (Table 2).
In Performance 2, though, the audience could only control
sounds within a single timbral space.

In Performance 1, the audience reported that having three
different timbral spaces was one of the most useful aspects
of the control: “The different instruments make it easier to
work on one sound while others are playing” and “indi-
vidually shaping those timbral features I thought made for
interesting contrasts between instruments”. Another Perfor-
mance 1 participant was motivated to change their design
because they “wanted to hear a greater variety of timbre
between the instruments, e.g. a mix of percussive short attack
notes vs long tones, harmonic sounds vs inharmonic etc”. In
contrast, some Performance 2 audience members suggested
that a wider variety of timbre would have been useful: “I
think main problem I had was sometimes telling which per-
former made which sound, especially in movement 1. I think
providing either visual queues in the interface when specific
performermakes a sound or havingmore distinct sound sam-
ples would make this easier” and “I could have used a wider
range of timbre, or some kind of binary timbre change as
opposed to a single sound with subtle parameter ranges. It
could have been interesting for the piece to take advantage
of pitched material possibilities”.

One of our motivations for building a system for inter-
active, personalised performance sonification was to allow
audience members to take on a more active and creative role
within music performance. One would therefore expect to
see audience comments evaluating the available sounds and
timbres to relate to whether they support the creation of inter-
esting or musically pleasing sounds. While we do see such
comments in the surveys, other comments suggest that audi-
ence members’ interest in changing the sound additionally
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stems from a motivation to better understand and distinguish
among the performers.

Furthermore, some audience comments reveal that dis-
tinct timbres are important for supporting another aim: that
of obtaining efficient feedback about one’s own interactions.
Being able to hear the changes to the sound as they manipu-
late sonification controls is important for the audience to form
an understanding of how they are influencing the sound. We
hypothesize that this is especially true for those who are new
to sound design and music composition, as hearing the audio
feedback can teach them by example the meaning of particu-
lar sound design/audio engineering terminology used within
the interface. Amore trivial aspect is that this audio feedback
confirms that the interface is working and that there are no
technical problems.

7.5 Implications for future performances

This approach offers an interesting opportunity for future
performances, in that data about performers’ actions can be
logged and used to re-create the performance without their
physical presence. The stream of performer actions can be
re-played in real-time, allowing for interactive audience soni-
fication using the same interface. It becomes a performance
across time, with the performers playing in the past, and
their actions being sonified in the present on a listener’s
device. The log data from an audience member’s device also
allows that person’s experience to be exactly re-created at
a later time. This could enable an entirely new audience to
experience the original performance through the sonification
designed by members of the original audience, who have
become the “producers” of the piece.

8 Conclusions

We presented a unique approach to interactive sonification,
in which each audience member of a musical performance
interactively modifies the sonification of live performers’
actions.We described how this approach can be implemented
using a DSMI called MalLo and a web application interface
used by the audience to control the sounds of the MalLos on
stage. We used two live performances to begin to understand
howpersonal, interactive sonification controlwas used by the
audience and how making this interaction available impacts
the audience experience.

Survey responses from participants suggest that using an
interface to interactively control the sounds of the performers
on stage canmake for an enjoyable and engaging experience.
Interfaces for interactive sonification can support multiple
approaches to engaging with sound, including exploring
alternative designs as well as crafting a personalised sonic
representation of the performance. Interaction can also cre-

ate a connection with the performers on stage, help people
learn about sonification, and make audience members feel
like more active participants.

Different audience members are likely to prefer different
granularities of interaction, depending on their prior exper-
tise with sound and music as well as other factors. Providing
example sonifications as starting points can help users effi-
ciently explore the design space; create a balance between
levels of control, exploration, and time commitment; as well
as provide a wide variation in sounds and designs. More
expert users may eventually find coarse-grained control too
simplistic, andmay enjoy access to manipulating lower-level
parameters.

Different types of sonification interfaces can also assist
in facilitating design for audience members with different
design goals.We found that in the second performance, those
whoweremotivated by exploring the interface liked the inter-
action mode that had the most complex interface and gave
the finest level of control over the sounds, while those who
were more motivated by the sounds themselves appreciated
the example designs that were supplied by the composers of
the performance. Being able to refine preset sonifications,
by switching from a coarse-grained preset-selection mode
into a finer-grained control mode, also facilitates the design
process. When the audience is given control over the sounds
of multiple performers, we found that having different tim-
bral spaces available has multiple benefits. The audience can
more easily differentiate each performer from the others, and
they can more easily hear their changes to the sonification
parameters for particular performers.

In summary,we have proposed a newapproach to enabling
audience participation in live musical performance, which
offers the audience interactive control over the sound of
the performers on stage. While we have only explored two
performances with similar setups, there are many other pos-
sible ways such a performance could be designed. This work
contributes to a broader perspective on interactive sonifica-
tion, showing how a musical performance can incorporate
benefits of interactive sonification that have been explored
in non-creative domains. Our approach shows that creative
expression and exploring new relationships with data can
exist simultaneously as dual consequences of providing inter-
active audience control over sonification in amusical context.
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